OUR REFRIGERANT RECOVERY
SERVICE KEEPS YOU ARCTICK
COMPLIANT
A-GAS RAPID RECOVERY works in conjunction with Arc to ensure that our
clients remain compliant. Each unit recovered by Rapid Recovery has a unique
decommission sticker placed on the unit and is entered into our custom software
package GasTrak Online.
Each year we have the ability to provide our customers with an annual report to
pass onto the Arctick auditors.
Are you a Waste, Demolition, Automotive recycler or OEM? Why not give us
a try?
Our techs will come to you; whether its at your workshop or out on-site.
Using our high-speed mobile recovery equipment, we recover all of the
refrigerant into our A-Gas supplied pumpdowns and return to A-Gas, where you
will receive a rebate for the Kg’s recovered.
Rapid Recovery reduces the need for you to waste your staffs valuable time
recovering refrigerant and at the same time taking away the risk of not being
compliant.
*Conditions Apply

1800 002 427
www.agasrapidrecovery.com.au
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RAPID RECOVERY

SERVICE

Welcome to our recovery program!
Service you know and trust with added benefits.
Our new recovery program was built around maintaining our focus of being your Total refrigerant
service provider that offers the best value and ensures that our clients are compliant.

PROGRAM BENEFITS
Refrigerant buyback or disposal of most common refrigerants
We come to you!
Routine scheduling for your convenience (weekly, fortnightly,
monthly)
Best Buyback rates *
On-site refrigerant analysis for instant results
Access to industry leading Arctick compliant reports provided
annually.
Emergency cylinder service
Jobsite recovery services
Unbundled buyback and services
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RAPID EXCHANGE













You will also have access to our ‘Packaged solution’ for all your job site refrigerant needs. This includes our
cylinder service, tailored refrigerant deliveries via our extensive wholesale network directly to you and disposal
of all recovered refrigerants.

* Conditions apply
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